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Amazon DocumentDB is a fully managed, NoSQL document database service provided by Amazon
Web Services (AWS). It is compatible with MongoDB, a popular open-source NoSQL database, which
makes it easy for developers to migrate MongoDB applications to DocumentDB. Here are key
aspects of Amazon DocumentDB:

Compatibility with MongoDB:1.

DocumentDB is designed to be compatible with the MongoDB 3.6 API, which allows
existing MongoDB applications to be migrated to DocumentDB with minimal code
changes.

Document Model:2.

DocumentDB follows a document model, where data is stored in JSON-like BSON (Binary
JSON) documents.
It supports flexible schemas, allowing you to add or remove fields from documents
without affecting the overall structure.

Fully Managed Service:3.

DocumentDB is a fully managed service, meaning AWS takes care of administrative tasks
such as hardware provisioning, patching, and backups.
This allows developers to focus on building applications rather than managing
infrastructure.

Scalability:4.

DocumentDB provides horizontal scaling by distributing data across multiple instances
in a cluster.
You can scale your cluster by adding read replicas to handle read traffic and ensure high
availability.

High Availability:5.

DocumentDB automatically replicates data across multiple Availability Zones to ensure
high availability.
It supports automatic failover in the event of a node or Availability Zone failure.

Security:6.
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DocumentDB provides encryption at rest and in transit.
Access control is managed through AWS Identity and Access Management (IAM) roles
and policies.

Indexing:7.

DocumentDB supports automatic and manual indexing to optimize query performance.
It also provides features like compound indexes and covered queries.

Backups and Snapshots:8.

Automated backups are taken by DocumentDB, and you can create manual snapshots for
point-in-time recovery.
This helps protect your data against accidental deletions or data corruption.

Query Language:9.

DocumentDB supports MongoDB query language and aggregation pipeline.
It provides a familiar interface for developers who are accustomed to working with
MongoDB.

Integration with AWS Ecosystem:10.

DocumentDB integrates seamlessly with other AWS services, such as AWS Lambda,
Amazon CloudWatch, and AWS CloudTrail.

On-Demand and Provisioned Throughput:11.

DocumentDB offers on-demand capacity for unpredictable workloads and provisioned
capacity for more predictable and consistent performance.

Global Databases:12.

DocumentDB supports global databases, allowing you to replicate data across multiple
AWS regions for low-latency access and disaster recovery.

Amazon DocumentDB is suitable for applications that require the flexibility of a document database
and the compatibility with MongoDB. It is particularly useful for organizations looking to migrate
existing MongoDB applications to the AWS cloud.
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